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This page presents the most up-to-date data on UNHCR's resettlement activities. The Resettlement Data Portal contains
information from to the most.

Southfields Academy in south-west London provides a good example of how a school can champion pupil
diversity. The two agencies have been facilitating their resettlement since  As a data analysis shows, this is not
working. Though not an option for the vast majority of refugees, resettlement gives real hope and a chance to
begin life anew to many who would otherwise have neither home nor country to call their own. We have
therefore set up meetings with parents to help them to understand the need to support the children through a
transitional period catering to their additional needs so they will ultimately integrate with the other children.
This means ensuring that refugees move in a safe and dignified manner and that they are empowered, well
informed and properly prepared for third country resettlement and integration into welcoming communities.
Among good practice shown by schools is providing children with a visual resource pack to help them to
express their emotions, and to equip the spaces of learning and socialising with rules set out in picture or
symbol form. For example, morning coffee gatherings at school, held after parents have dropped off their
children, can provide opportunities for parents to meet. Whether this sum is enough to cover the real costs of
resettlement is hard to tell. Arrangement of international and domestic air tickets: reduced fares, preferential
baggage allowances, selected routings, etc. France and Germany, which, at 10, each, have pledged to resettle
the highest number of people, are lagging on meeting their commitments. Health Assessments and Travel
Health Assistance. Nothing prevents the desiring European States to use it, as some of them do on a voluntary
basis. Upon arrival, resettlement countries provide refugees with legal and physical protection, including
access to civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights similar to those enjoyed by nationals. In fact,
several of those who supported the BCP-MLM had left the party and applied for third-country resettlement
themselves, he explained. One of them was to prevent people from illegally entering the European Union by
offering more legal pathways into the EU. Planning and preparation Careful programming before departure
lays the foundation for successful integration. States need to ensure timely, high-quality processing of
resettlement applications. Health assessments of refugees admitted for resettlement to third countries are
funded and carried out at the request of resettlement countries such as Australia, Canada, Denmark, New
Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom, the United States and others. A focus on intensive initial case
preparation is aimed at reducing the number of times each case must be reviewed or deferred by selection
authorities pending further information. Allowing pupils to consult dictionaries or access tablets to use online
translation tools or providing small whiteboards where they can draw or sketch answers and correct them as
they go without leaving a permanent trace of their errors are other ways that can help children to convey
meaning despite language difficulties. Refugees are eager to learn as much as they can about the resettlement
process and what awaits them in resettlement countries those countries offering to resettle refugees with or
without the intervention of official resettlement actors. In September European Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker set the agenda for a new plan: urging member states to pledge to resettle an additional 50,
people by October  After charters, borders militarization, closed camps, readmission and sea interception
agreements, the sanctuarization of EU is under achievement. Language and literacy training equips refugees
with basic language and communication skills in order to facilitate the adjustment process and help refugees
become more independent. The need to involve, empower and prepare refugees applies whether states are
resettling one hundred people or one hundred thousand people. Accounts of bullying and cruelty towards
Syrian pupils in Jordanian and Lebanese schools, for example, are very common; children and parents arrive,
therefore, with assumptions about teachers and apprehensions about corporal punishment. During the planning
phase, resettlement countries should engage with refugee-hosting countries early on to gain their support for
programme objectives and should consult with appropriate parties to set realistic time frames and to develop a
predictable and manageable refugee departure and arrival pipeline. Health assessments in the pre-departure
phase of resettlement are increasingly recognised as an important tool for public health promotion and disease
prevention. Goal: 25, resettled by October The plan included a deadline for an initial milestone: By October
"member states [are] to ensure that 50 percent [of the 50,] are effectively resettled. The child is praised in front
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of the parents and more details are given about their progress and how the parents can encourage this at home.
As resettlement practitioners, we need to do our best to help their lives change for the better.


